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 This summer was the first time our grandkids went to the Enchanted Forest in 

BC.  “Come and discover the magic!”  It’s their catch phrase.  And I guess for kids it is 

a little magical.  Winding paths, dark shadows where the sun barely shines through the 

canopy of old growth, and of course; Disney characters—these too, old growth—not 

the new ones but the ones that have existed since before Walt Disney was born.  Ok, 

not really.  But you understand.  Around one corner, Bambi and Thumper the skunk.  

At the end of a path Cinderella with a twittering bird perched on her finger.  Hidden 

deep where the shadows creep and the path gets dark—Sleeping Beauty about to be 

kissed by the handsome prince, with the seven dwarfs scattered all around.  Well, what 

could be more enchanting?   

 And for a while the kids race and run and shout excitedly as they come upon 

something new, as an almost 8yr old huffs and puffs with the Big Bad Wolf, as a 3yr 

old tries to collect the sparrow from Cinderella’s hand, “Awww, cute.” She says.  But 

suddenly it all comes to a halt.  Their voices, their running, their footsteps. Complete 

silence.  And we see them.  A boy standing 4 ½ ft tall, a little girl 3ft. tall.  Their arms 

loose at their side, their feet cemented in place, their necks craned as they stare in 

wonder at a grove of cedar trees towering hundreds of feet above them; so tall they 

cannot even see the tops.  They have never seen anything like this.   

And whether they know it or not, they have just discovered the true magic of what 

enchanted really means.  Wonder.  Awe.  Could it be it was how God felt on that day of 

creation; when the trees rose and towered, when God, footsteps cemented in place, 
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craned neck, when for a moment even God’s creative voice grew silent in pause and 

wonder—so much less a pat on the back to say, “Look at what I have created.”  So 

much more, the Wow!  The Wonder!  The exclamation!  “This is awesomely good!  

Because life can grow here!”  Let us pray. 

I suppose from those very first days of creation, when the Creator imagined that 

light could shine and that it could be good; when God held the chaos of the universe 

like colourful playdough in a child’s hands; to shape the earth, to divide the waters; to 

set the boundaries of land and sea and sky—I suppose even then; God’s imagination 

was for the fullness of life that could and would come.  And yet these first days, it may 

seem just a little too ordered.  Of course, light and water and land should be the very 

first things.  Without these no life can exist.  But then comes the quandary.  “Hmm… 

what should I create next? “  

And we can see God, in pensive thought, rap-tap-tapping the fingertips of 

creation on the boundaries of the universe, sometimes absently flicking a star or two, 

sending it swirling and twirling and colliding like newly created comets into outer space.   

And suddenly the light bulb goes on—or maybe it was just the sun’s rise into the 

dawning of a new day—but at a feverish pace now the Creator begins.  And the 

colours begin to splash like splattered paint on the canvas, on the walls and 

boundaries of the land, and even a little on the hands and fingers of God.   

And there are tender green blades of grass, and golden heads of grain, the 

cheery yellow daffodil, the pale chiming blue of the bluebell, scarlet paintbrushes and 
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deep red roses and purple violets.  But still God is not finished.  For now, there are 

roots and fruit—pale-fleshed potatoes, orange carrots and pumpkins, peach colored 

peaches and crimson apples and grapes the colour of royalty dangling from the vine. 

And perhaps it is here God pauses once more.  To feel the tickle of the grass on 

muddied feet; to drink cool, refreshing water from the boundaries of a stream; to feel 

the silky smooth of a green leaf roughen to the veins pulsing life to the very tip; to draw 

close and draw in deeply the life exhaling invisible atoms of oxygen; bouncing and 

rebounding with breath, with air, with life.  The Creator waits and wonders what next, 

all the while wiping sweat from a brow mingled with left-over crimson, like the creeping 

sunset across the horizon, like scratches of blood across a thorn pierced brow.  But 

this day of creation is not yet complete. 

For now rising and towering above the land, swaying and whispering far above 

the waters of ocean and sea, the canopy whispering touching and kissing the highest 

heavens and the lips of God’s face—trees.  Evergreens.  Pines.  Cedars.  Redwoods.  

Grove after grove after grove.  The forests.  And at last the Creator stops full.  Arms 

slack to the side, God’s neck craned, the feet cemented in place; the heart of the 

Creator cemented in wonder.  Enchanted.  The dream and wonder of God’s 

imagination coming into full possibility, and promise, and hope.  And God knows that 

this place—the forest, the trees—that this is a place where all life can grow.   

Here, beneath the branches the birds will gather and nest and find shelter.  Here, 

ants and beetles will creep and burrow deep into the bark.  Here, moles and gophers 
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will burrow deep to sleep in tunnels beneath the ground.  Here, woodpeckers will peck 

and squirrels will scurry and glide.  Here, there is place for birds to nest and cougars to 

rest.  For bears to scratch their backs, for deer and fawns to nibble and leap. For 

snakes to wind and curl around the branches.  Around each corner, down every 

winding path, a place for all creation to eat and be fed and nourished.  For humanity to 

breath and to flourish.  For this would be and will be and is and forever more shall be a 

place big enough to house and to be life for all. 

And for a moment God is silent.  For a moment there is only the sound of God’s 

breath whispering and swaying the trees.  The thump, thump, thumping sound of 

pulsating life and the very heartbeat of God.  And at last in child-like wonder, God 

whispers the Wow!  The Awe!  Of what can be and will be in this place.  God says this 

is good.  This is so wonderfully, awesomely good!  And as the crimson sky fades into 

night all creation holds its breath, until with the sun’s rise the Creator will rise to create 

another day. 

And, of course, the sun does rise and each and every day the Creator rises too, 

rises in wonder, in imagination, in the awe and wow! of what will and what is coming to 

be.  And suddenly we are there too, with all creation, our lungs feasting on every 

breath, our eyes feasting on the beauty and colour, our fingers touching and tracing the 

smooth and the veiny; plucking and tasting until the juice runs down our chin and every 

once in a while to stop, to be silent, our feet cemented, our necks craned, to hold our 
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breath and listen for the whisper of God, for the witness of the trees that resound with 

the life, the imagination, the dream, and the wonder of God.   

And it seems hard to imagine, but it happens.  It happens that we forget.  Forget 

to breathe, to taste, to be silent, to listen and wait.  Forget that this forest, these trees, 

are life, the pulsating gift and the thump-thump of God’s own heart of love.  A place for 

all creation to eat and be fed and nourished, to breathe and to flourish.  That in the 

towering whisper of the swaying of the trees—the hope, the promise, God’s intention 

and declaration—that this place would be and will be and is and forever more shall be 

a place big enough to house and to be life for all. 

Because now the forest seems small; the wonder is small; dark shadows of 

greed—creeping, curling, constricting—like snakes around branches.  Worry huffing 

and puffing—a prowling, consuming wolf to send life scurrying.  Scurrying like fleeing 

squirrels and leaping deer pushed deeper into the darkness of hunger and scarcity.  

Cemented feet, cemented fear grasping to create a place big enough to house the 

insatiable hunger of need.  Cemented hearts failing to leave space and give place; 

failing to hold the wonder of the dream and imagination of God hidden deep in the 

cramped quarters of a shrinking forest where the trees no longer whisper, but creak 

and groan—where wonder creaks and groans beneath bare branches of looming 

extinction; where life creaks and groans and at last falls silent.  And in the darkness of 

this night, the only wonder that remains?  The wondering if God, too, has grown silent 

in death.  Will there yet be crimson in the rising?  That with the sun’s rise, will the 
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Creator rise—rise to create another day, a new hope and place and wonder and 

breath? 

But a Son does rise.  A Son with forehead streaked with sweat like the colour of 

crimson streaking across the sky, like scratches of blood across a thorn pierced brow.  

A Son rising from the tunnels of darkness and death.  A Son rising with muddied feet; 

with hands and fingers splattered like paint, scarred with the colour of life and love.  A 

Son rises in the declaration, the dream, the wonder, the promise, the hope, the 

imagination.  Rises in the towering whisper that shatters the silence; in the fingertips of 

God rap-tap-tapping the boundaries of the universe, in the thump, thump, thumping 

sound of pulsating life and the very heartbeat of God.  Rises to say that God’s creation 

is not yet finished.  That Creator has risen and will rise to create another day. 

And we?  We are invited to begin again with wonder.  As once again Jesus 

reminds us, calls us, stirs in us God’s dream, God’s intention, God’s imagination for life 

in the Tree of the cross and in the tree of the forest.  For Jesus says, “The Kingdom of 

God looks a lot like this.  Like the smallest of seeds that grows into the largest of trees 

where all creation is fed and nourished, and breathes and flourishes.  That this place 

would be and will be and is and forever more shall be a place big enough to house and 

to be life for all.”  And at last in child-like wonder, we wait with craned necks as once 

more God whispers the Wow!  The Awe!  Of what can be and will be in this place.  As 

God says, “This is what life looks like.  And it is so wonderfully, awesomely, gloriously 

good!” 


